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Dining in the Halls of Neptune  
Siren by Robert Wiedmaier 

 
The lights are low, the walls and ceiling are a deep lustrous blue, and glints of brass punctuate rich 
surfaces of polished wood and smooth leather. Large-scale photographs of languid underwater 
beauties emerge from claret-colored velvet drapery, and a considerable stretch of one wall is 
devoted to bounteous iced displays of caviar, shellfish, and other delicacies of the deep: if the 
legendary god of the sea doesn't live here, he'd certainly be right at home.   
  
Siren by Robert Wiedmaier anchors The Darcy Hotel in the Scott Circle neighborhood of 
downtown Washington, DC with a bold and confident style not surprising from this chef-proprietor, 
whose renowned establishments are among the city's most distinctive. The glamorous nautical 
design was carried out by the Washington-based firm, Streetsense. 
 
From the elegant hotel lobby, Siren lures you in to an entry lounge of truly dramatic scale, a broad 
corridor with soaring vaulted ceilings and a row of monumental arched windows revealing outdoor 
terrace seating within a boxwood hedge on Rhode Island Avenue. On the opposite wall, lofty niches 
echoing the architecture of the windows contain tufted leather sofas arranged with club chairs and 
low marble tables that make this less-formal space ideal for drinks, light fare, and people-watching. 
The strong chevron pattern of the oak floor directs your gaze toward the hostess station and up a 
short flight of stairs to the bar, glittering in the shadowy atmosphere of the elevated dining room. 
 
Burnished coffered ceilings, smoked mirrors behind the oak bar shelves, and deep red tufted leather 
bar stools enlivened with borders of brass nail heads create the impression of a vintage captain's 
cabin. The bar runs the length of the dining room, ending in a sumptuous raw bar where you can sit, 
dine, and watch an expert team assembling plates and towers of the ocean's finest, raw-to-lightly 
cooked. Elsewhere in the cavernous dining room, the seating is ingeniously arranged with a ship-
shape compactness. A row of cozy booths is partitioned with high brass screens, and partially 
enclosed by velvet curtains tied back by loops of nautically knotted rope. High-walled arrangements 
of deep blue channel-stitched leather banquettes provide privacy within the center of the large 
open room, keeping the focus at the table -- and on it. The room's dominant indigo palette is 
relieved by generous expanses of handsome wood millwork, wood cubicles of sparkling glassware, 
brushed brass sconces and a grid of brass-bound pendant light fixtures, mottled subway tile in 
shades of black-and-grey, glass-fronted wine refrigerators, and the occasional cheery orange barrel 
chair.     
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Tucked off a rear corner of the dining room is The Pearl, Siren's semi-private enclave extending the 
jaunty nautical interior, and accommodating parties of up to 26.  

A silver Art Deco mermaid graces a wall at the entrance to The Pearl. Her stylized curves form the 
initial 'S' that brands Siren's logo and sets the tone for a concept that is seriously playful. This is a 
fine dining restaurant with no tablecloths, the latest venture of a chef who transcends pretension and 
delights in clever presentation. Here, caviar arrives looking like sandwich cookies and in other 
shapes more often associated with pastry. On each polished wood tabletop is a flat, freestanding 
transparent disk, reminiscent of a porthole, that dispenses aromatic olive oil for the bread service. 
Serving dishes are sculptural, sometimes surprising, and vary widely, depending on the contents.   
 
From port to starboard, and from bar to booth to tabletop, the design and décor of Siren is 
handsome, dramatic, and playful, all in service of the meal. 
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